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Our Cuban Tables

FOREWORD BY MARICEL E. PRESILLA
Culinary historian, James Beard Award Winner, chef of Zafra and Cucharamama in Hoboken,

NJ, and author of Gran Cocina Latina: The Food of Latin America (W. W. Norton, 2012)

A QUIET CLARITY SUFFUSES THE PAGES OF THIS BOOK, AND AN INEXORABLE TRUTH is told on every page:
There is no single Cuban table, but many, straddling the Florida Straits, scattered across the
globe, and built on memory fragments of what once was when we were all one people, living
together on a crocodile-shaped Caribbean island.

Wherever Cubans have found homes outside the island, we have planted roots firmly in the
here and now, for we are a pragmatic people. Nonetheless, we yearn for the Cuba of our
imaginations—though no two Cuban exiles can agree on what this means. Nor can we find the
essence of Cuban cooking by looking at only one side of the divide, but rather by putting
together the pieces of the scattered puzzle we have become since the Castro revolution in
1959.

I left Cuba for the United States in 1970, but I lived my formative years in Santiago de
Cuba in a family of artists, intellectuals, and gifted cooks. My Cuban table was bountiful and
diverse, steeped in the culinary traditions of eastern Cuba. My maternal aunts were careful
and sophisticated cooks, lovers of fine china and embroidered linen tablecloths. They were
also fearless Amazons of the kitchen with an uncompromising farm-to-table sensibility and a
reverence for fresh produce, home-raised poultry, and local fish and game caught by my
uncle Oscar. My paternal grandmother, Pascuala Ferrer, was born on a cacao farm in Jauco,
near Baracoa, Cuba’s first Spanish city. She was a true country cook, gutsy and earthy,
reveling in big soups like ajiaco, brimming with tubers and starchy vegetables and flavored
with farm-smoked pork. As a bride in the small town of Baire, she had learned to cook
traditional dishes from the central part of our region that were rarely seen elsewhere in Cuba
—dishes that my father, Ismael Espinosa, craved and re-created in his Miami kitchen to his
dying day.

I was lucky to experience these two worlds firsthand on the island, and they are the
foundation of the Cuban table I have re-created in my U.S. home—neither wholly urban nor
fully country, but a blend of the two. My cooking experience does not mirror that of Ana
Sofía Peláez, who was born in the United States of Cuban parents, nor even that of members
of my own family who have come here in more recent years. Each of us is shaped by our
intimate connection to the cooking of our families and regions, but also by the moment of our
departure, or that of our parents or grandparents.

I still think of the island as a cradle of comfort and lushness. I have thrown beans into the
ground and seen them grow. I have stretched out my hand and picked delicious mango and
papaya. In deep green forests and tall mountains rimming the horizon a dark blue, I have
heard the gentle rustling of animals and the chirping of birds. I have ambled down Cuban
roads, and seen people at ease with themselves, moving with a relaxed flow, their faces
friendly, their manner open and hospitable. Though I could see the dignified Spaniard in their
bearing, I could also see an African rhythm in their walk. I have heard the distinctive sounds



 of our hybrid culture: conga drumming during carnival, fresh red snapper sizzling in an iron
pan, the décimas (country ballads) of the Cuban guajiro (peasant) strummed on a guitar as a
pig roasted on a spit. I have sat at many Cuban tables, bitten into casabe (yuca bread), sipped
a spoonful of ajiaco, and gotten a hint of the cooking of the Taínos (Arawak) who lived in
these islands before the Spanish came.

In my memory, this is as close as I have gotten to paradise. Not even the hardships of war
during the Cuban revolution could strip this world of its wonder, but decades of deprivation
and repression after 1959 took their toll. We experienced the indignities of life on ration
cards, enduring long lines to buy bare essentials and often felt hungry. Many who stayed saw
their families divided, their pantries empty, the flavors of cherished family recipes
compromised for lack of key ingredients, and the richness of their tables dulled by chronic
shortages of staples from beef and fish to rice and beans, from cherished cooking fats like
olive oil to raisins and olives. Even the memory of dishes that were once at the core of our
identity faded into a twilight zone of sorts, waiting to be rescued as families separated and
older cooks began to die.

The Cubans who left the island in waves beginning in 1959 and who came to the United
States, first legally in chartered planes and later illegally by boat or flimsy raft, worked hard
to reinvent themselves through food. They represented every region of the island, every race
and occupation, from blue-collar workers to professionals, from fishermen and farmers to
landed aristocracy. No longer segregated by class, color, or geography, we were brought
together through the common experience of exile and, penniless, we learned from each other
in ways that were not possible when we lived together on the island. Our Cubanness and our
desire to build new lives went hand-in-hand, as we were banned for decades from returning
to the island even for a visit.

Julián and Carmen Peláez del Casal, Ana Sofía’s paternal grandparents, came from an
affluent family in Havana. Julián was the brother of Amelia Peláez del Casal, an artist of
great renown whom I had met as a child on a visit to her lovely Havana home with my
father, who was also a painter. I remember her as a kind woman who reminded me of my
Aunt Anita, and I was drawn to her abstract paintings of tropical fruits and flowers framed by
elements of Cuban architecture. Ana Sofía’s grandparents ultimately settled in Queens, New
York, where they learned to cook Cuban food from a neighbor. (Servants had managed their
Havana kitchen.) Her grandfather became an avid home cook who transmitted his
understanding of Cuban food to his granddaughter. Growing up in Miami, Ana Sofía also ate
at Cuban cafeterias, storefront restaurants, and bakeries, where decades of memory and
longing and the mingling of disparate regional traditions, dominated by the western
provinces, produced a generic Cuban cuisine.

When Ellen Silverman, whose Cuban Kitchens series garnered much critical acclaim, asked
Ana Sofía to collaborate on a Cuban cookbook, they knew they would need to travel to Cuba
together. Ana Sofía traveled to the island expecting to find the platonic ideal of the food her
grandfather had taught her to make and the missing links that would allow her to paint a
complete picture of the Cuban table. What she found were more questions than answers, and
the sad certainty that much had been irretrievably lost. She also found solace in the
knowledge that there was much that was alive and well in the Cuban communities in exile.



 Traveling to Cuba, Ellen and Ana Sofía shunned official escorts and did their own fact-
finding, seeking out home cooks, photographing, and eating at tourist restaurants and private
paladares in Havana and beyond. What Ana Sofía chose to record for this book was the best of
her experiences, the recipes of gifted cooks who struggled to put good food on the table, but
who knew what was missing in their dishes. These recipes joined the dozens Ana Sofía
collected from Cuban cooks living in the United States, thus bringing together two sides of
the same construct with delicious results: dishes close to the Cuban heart that will entice you
to cook, and well-chosen recipes that tell the poignant, decades-old saga of a divided people
who are still connected through food.

I appreciate the lucidity of The Cuban Table and the clear eye and steady hand Ana Sofía
has brought to a complicated subject. Ellen Silverman adds cohesion to this story of losses
and gains with soulful pictures that capture the restraint and dignity of the Cuban kitchen and
table and the enduring beauty of an island where the weathered and imperfect are not just
what is left of the past, but the only present.

I am grateful to Ana Sofía for her choice of recipes: traditional dishes full of character and
flavor that require little embellishment. All cuisines evolve and change, but when they are
“endangered,” as is the case with Cuban food, we must treasure the timeless classics, and
preserve them for generations to come.



 



 INTRODUCTION

GROWING UP IN MIAMI, CUBA WAS NEVER VERY FAR FROM OUR THOUGHTS, OUR conversations, or our
kitchen table. Weekends spent with my grandparents, Julian and Carmen Peláez del Casal,
started with a tour of the markets—looking for the best cuts for oxtail stew to make rabo
encendido, piling up on plantains and the ubiquitous bags of white rice, then stopping by a
roadside fruit stand to buy fresh green coconuts where a man would carve out an opening
with a few short sweeps of his machete so we could drink agua de coco directly from the
source.

Seeing my grandparents side by side at the counter of their sun-filled kitchen—working out
their favorite Cuban recipes such as potaje de frijoles negros and pollo asado, or preparing the
caramel for a rich flan de leche—they seemed very much at home. It was surprising then
when I asked my grandfather who had taught him how to cook and he answered
bittersweetly, “Exile.”

I was raised on my grandparents’ descriptions of elaborate meals in our great-
grandmother’s home surrounded by extended family where there was never a quiet moment.
I assumed they took part in the process, but in Cuba, active careers and help at home kept
them away from the kitchen. It wasn’t until emigrating to the United States in the 1960s that
they learned to cook for themselves, a process they quickly fell in love with. Starting with
the Creole dishes they missed the most, the repetition and ritual of these simple meals
becoming an act of both preservation and reinvention.

Eventually finding my own way to Cuba in 2000, I spent time with my great-aunt Ninita,
who still lived in our family’s home in the Víbora section of Havana, surrounded by her
mother’s garden, her father’s books, and the vibrant still lifes of her sister, the venerated
painter Amelia Peláez del Casal. The now-silent rooms were filled with the personal
belongings that family members left with her for safekeeping before leaving the island.

Not wanting to be a burden, I brought basics, such as beans, rice, and seasonings from
Miami, and promptly handed everything over to Nena, a cook and caretaker with our family
for more than four decades. Combined with the fruits, vegetables, farmer cheese, and chicken
she’d sought out, Nena managed a week’s worth of brilliant cooking, culminating in my aunt
Ninita’s merengón. Sitting around the same table I’d heard about so many times, every dish
was somehow deeper, richer, and more flavorful.

A small inheritance led to my own rediscovery of Cuban cooking when my grandparents’
1970s Sunbeam mixer found its way to my Brooklyn apartment not long after the trip.
Looking at it, I could see them standing over the rotating bowl of egg whites, timing out just
the right moment to add sugar, a pinch of salt, or a drop of vanilla to make endless trays of
airy meringues. Setting out to retrace my grandparents’ steps through the few recipes they
had written down, one dish led to another, and my hunger for all things related to Cuban
cooking grew. Launching my blog Hungry Sofia at the end of 2008, I cast a wide net to
discover the rich smells, heady flavors, and baroque rituals of Latin American and Caribbean
food, but I always came back to Cuban cuisine.

Living away from Miami’s Cuban cultural hub, this was often done in translation. The



 Italian lard bread sold in Brooklyn bakeries became a near substitute for the pan de manteca
used in Cuban sandwiches. The Colombian butcher knew palomilla meant top-round and
which was the best cut for pork rind chicharrones. I learned to ask for yautía instead of
malanga and batatas instead of boniatos at the Puerto Rican grocers along the Lower East Side.
When all else failed, I could find fresh guavas and even sugar cane in Chinatown.

In 2011, I met Ellen Silverman, a New York City–based food photographer who’d recently
been to Cuba and was interested in developing a Cuban cookbook. Taking stock of what was
(or wasn’t) in the Cuban kitchens she photographed, she met people who confessed that
limited choices diminished the pleasure they once took in preparing meals. We began to
collaborate on this book, which has become as much about the textures and colors of Cuba as
the delicious food and memorable stories that they inspire.

More than just a list of ingredients or series of steps, Cuban cooks’ tricks and touches hide
in plain sight, staying within families or passed down in well-worn copies of old cookbooks.
Starting in Miami, I interviewed family and friends who warned that they never wrote
anything down and couldn’t explain what they did. Talking my way into countless kitchens, I
watched them work, quickly dropping a tablespoon under the pimentón they were tossing into
a simmering pot or noting the number of diced cachucha peppers about to disappear into a
sofrito.

I’d come for the food but the stories of political upheaval, exile, challenges, celebration,
scarcity, and abundance were wonderful, too, as well as the images the stories inspired—
orange groves rising out of the iron-rich red earth, and boulevards lined with avocado trees,
smokehouses filled with freshly made sausages, and fishing villages celebrating a good catch,
kids rushing down hills on royal palm leaves turned into sleds, and horse-drawn dairy carts
loaded down with metal cántaras of fresh milk topped with cream so thick that just a little bit
of salt sufficed to make butter.

I’d known my research would eventually lead me back to Havana, but the short flight from
Miami hardly gave me enough time to prepare. It had been thirteen years since my last visit
and with both my great-aunt Ninita and Nena gone, the direct connection I felt to the island
had been severed.

With only a list of friends of friends and family of family, I tentatively started making the
rounds with the letters, gifts, medicines, and supplies people entrusted me to deliver to their
families on the island. At each short stop, which quickly became a long visit, people were
excited to hear about my project and talk about the foods they loved. But it soon became
clear we’d mostly be talking about food. While people were managing, sharing when they
were able and conserving what they could, food was anything but casual in Havana. Even a
modest meal required planning, and I was careful not to overstrain anyone’s resources.



 

In sharp contrast, family-run restaurants, or paladares, served flavorful meals with hard-to-
come-by ingredients. In the early 1990s, when the withdrawal of subsidies from the former
Soviet Union brought on a severe economic crisis known as the Período Especial, or Special
Period, limited licenses allowed individuals to operate small restaurants out of residential
kitchens. The word paladares comes from a Brazilian soap opera named Vale Todo and the
reality was no less dramatic. There were stories of frequent raids, contraband lobsters being
chucked out of windows, and arranged marriages to circumvent rules that prohibited hiring
outside the family. With recent economic reforms, paladares can now hire employees, offer
more seating, and expand their menus, but they still cannot access a wholesale market. Chefs
and owners buy their food retail, which makes their prices out of reach for most Cubans and
forces the chefs to cater almost exclusively to a tourist market.

While the worst days of the Período Especial were long gone, many of the foods temporarily
suspended for the duration failed to reappear. Fish and beef, in all its forms, are still
particularly hard to come by and many of the dishes that I’d considered staples of everyday
Cuban cooking had all but disappeared. Stepping outside of Havana came as a relief. Now
joined by Ellen, who would be taking photographs, we started west.



 

Passing through Artemisa, we stopped at a nondescript farmhouse known for their fried
pork chunks, which were fork tender and beautifully caramelized. I never expected to swoon
at the sight of a bubbling cauldron full of lard, but I came close. I’d heard my family describe
the enormous tubs where they kept fried pork and homemade butifarras (sausages) confit-
style but had never seen it. It was a technique so simple and perfect in itself that nothing
could be taken away from it. Where so much of the trip had been defined by what was
missing and no longer possible, it was a small sign of life, and Cuba started to open.

Slowly, the stories and anecdotes came alive—small batch factories turning out creamy
guava paste in Ciego de Ávila, roadside stands selling crema de leche in Camagüey, sugar cane
juice boiled down to make raspadura in an open field, and fresh fish pulled from the Bahía de
Santiago. There were also discoveries, such as the spice and fire added to marinades in the
eastern provinces and coconut cucuruchos cooked down with honey and almonds and
wrapped in palm leaves in Baracoa.

Cuban food has always been about improvisation and adaptation—a rich confluence of
indigenous, Spanish, African, Chinese, Caribbean, and even French cuisine that was constantly
evolving. Fruits and vegetables native to the island— such as corn, yuca, boniato, ajíes or
fresh peppers, guava, annón, guanábana, and papaya—were cultivated by the indigenous
Siboney and Taíno populations and supplemented a diet of fish and small game hunting. The
Spanish conquest brought livestock—including cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, and chickens—as
well as oranges, limes, and sugar cane. Plantains and tubers such as ñame and malanga were
brought from Africa along with various techniques for making these ingredients work
together. A little later, immigrants fleeing the Haitian revolution in the late-eighteenth
century brought French Creole recipes and coffee cultivation to the island. Chinese laborers
introduced Cantonese cooking in the mid-nineteenth century while regional Spanish cuisine
came with successive waves of immigration from northern Spain and the Canary Islands
through the mid-twentieth century. At that point, the clocks stopped and all Cuban cooks
became conservationists. Cuban life came to be seen through the prism of before and after
1959—the present realities an obstacle to remembering a picture-perfect past or imagining a



 more fulfilling future.
For many Cuban-Americans struggling to maintain their identity over several generations,

food is a pure expression of the culture they left behind or inherited from their parents.
Visiting Cuban-owned restaurants and markets, I was amazed to see how many had stayed
within families, passed on to sons and daughters who may Tweet, Instagram, and rebrand but
stay true to what their parents built. Friends whose children barely speak Spanish puff up
with pride when they hear them ask for more roasted pork on Nochebuena or pass up the
brownies for a large piece of masa real filled with guava. Their sense of relief is palpable as
well as the hope that not all is lost.

I had expected Cuban food in the diaspora and food on the island to mirror each other, an
extensive but fixed repertoire with a shared approach. What I found instead were fragments,
each cook holding on to what they understood Cuban food to be and waiting for a time when
they would once again be part of a greater whole. In that sense at least, we’re more alike
than I could have imagined.

Looking at Ellen Silverman’s photographs, I don’t see quiet halls or barren kitchens, but an
aunt or uncle who stayed on the island, their brothers and sisters who left with their families
to the United States, a neighbor who operates a paladar from her home, her husband who
brings whatever fresh produce he can from the family’s farm outside of Havana, or their
nephew who trained in Cuba but has gone on to become an executive chef in New York or
Miami. I see all of us who know we’ve tasted something wonderful, even as we walk away.

Far beyond the last fifty years of Cold War brinksmanship, familial separation, and mass
migration Cuban food has not only survived in surprising ways, but taken root in new cities,
becoming a treasured part of the international food landscape. At the Cuban table these
disparate elements and ingredients come together—for those who stayed, for those who left,
and for those who’ve only imagined visiting but gratefully find themselves a little closer
through the smells and tastes of Cuban cuisine.

—Ana Sofía Peláez

CUBANS ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT THEIR FOOD AND GRACIOUS ABOUT SHARING IT. Spending long hours
around the table eating and talking with family and friends is important to them. This is the
Cuba that I wanted to share in this book.



 I arrived in Havana for the first time on the evening of December 10, 2010. As I drove
from the airport into the city, I immediately noticed how dark it was. There were few lit
streetlights or lights on in the windows of houses or apartments.

During my one-week stay, I woke before dawn each day and watched the city’s tropical
colors unfold as the sun rose. Daylight revealed once beautiful but now decrepit buildings
that I desired to explore. The exteriors were just a tease as to what the buildings might show
me once I entered. I was mesmerized by the range of colors, textures, and sounds as Havana
came alive each morning with its unique rhythm and energy palpable on the streets.

I am drawn to the objects that people choose to surround themselves with. What we keep
and what we discard tells the story of who we are and what is important to us. On this first
trip, I was welcomed into Cuban homes where time seemed to have stopped. Years of
subsistence living and a dearth of the simplest supplies and equipment have forced Cubans to
adapt and improvise. In particular, my eye was drawn to the natural, organic arrangements in
Cuban kitchens: A spoon casually left on the counter, an empty Coca-Cola can used as a
toothbrush holder, or a bunch of green bananas waiting to be fried hung on a nail against a
pink wall, all became the subjects of my photographs.

In addition to Cuban kitchens, I sought out the markets where locals shop, as I do wherever
I travel. I found artfully arranged fruits and vegetables sold by energetic vendors who called
out to potential customers with a smile, a wink, and a flirtatious word.

Some people winked at me as well as I walked by, while others stopped to engage me in
conversation, asked about my camera, and eagerly invited me into their homes. The Cubans I
met were generous, warm, curious, and eager to talk. I immediately felt at ease with them.
That first trip ignited my desire to learn more about Cuba, Cubans, their culture, and their
food.

As soon as I returned to New York, I was determined to find a reason to go back, to
photograph and build on the understanding and friendships that started during the first trip.
The memories of Cuban kitchens and the people who cooked in them stayed with me. Six
months later, I returned to continue photographing kitchens in preparation for a one-woman
show in New York.

After my show, I wanted to take the subject even further in the form of a cookbook and
was inspired by The Book of Jewish Food: An Odyssey from Samarkand and Vilna to the Present
Day, by Claudia Roden. In all of her books, but especially The Book of Jewish Food, Claudia
Roden writes evocatively of each dish’s origins, its complicated history, and the changes it
has undergone over time, distance, and the availability of ingredients. Every time I look for a
recipe in that book I become absorbed in those stories. Anecdotes, explanations of
ingredients, and culinary traditions add layers of interest beyond the recipes



 

Before going to Cuba I had been warned that I would be disappointed by the flavor and
savor of the food. Quite the contrary! My fellow Cuban photographer and friend Carlos Otero
Blanco loves food and knows where many of the best, often hidden, places to eat are to be
found on the island. Together we shared some amazing meals, many at paladares—small,
private, family-run restaurants found in people’s homes or on farms. At times we
serendipitously chose places that looked inviting and were rewarded with wonderful food and
gracious hosts. Armando, a farmer in Viñales, cooked one of our most memorable meals—he
had harvested all of the ingredients from his land that morning—an omelet from fresh-laid
eggs, boiled yucca, boniato, the thinnest hand-cut yucca chips, and congri—Cuban rice and
beans—all cooked over a wood fire. We finished with freshly brewed coffee made with beans
from his own trees.

I began to search for an enthusiastic and knowledgeable Cuban food writer, who could
collaborate with me. I was introduced to Cuban-American food writer, Ana Sofía Peláez. Ana
excitedly embraced the project, became my partner, and tirelessly collected recipes and
stories from her Cuban family, friends, and friends of friends both here and in Cuba. Ana’s
meticulously researched recipes and stories paint a vivid picture of the depth and breadth of
Cuban cuisine and evocatively compliment the story told by my photographs.

Ana and I sought to document how some traditional recipes have remained constant, while
others have changed and evolved as circumstances and ingredients required and allowed.
Family recipes, traditions, and stories are preserved by being passed from generation to
generation in the kitchen preparing meals, as well as around the dining table. The Cuban
Table tells this story.

—Ellen Silverman
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